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Abstract The solar wind-magnetosphere system is nonlinear. The solar wind drivers of geosynchronous
electrons with energy range of 1.8–3.5MeV are investigated using mutual information, conditional mutual
information (CMI), and transfer entropy (TE). These information theoretical tools can establish linear and
nonlinear relationships as well as information transfer. The information transfer from solar wind velocity (Vsw)
to geosynchronous MeV electron flux (Je) peaks with a lag time of 2 days. As previously reported, Je is
anticorrelated with solar wind density (nsw) with a lag of 1 day. However, this lag time and anticorrelation can
be attributed at least partly to the Je(t+ 2days) correlation with Vsw(t) and nsw(t+1 day) anticorrelation with
Vsw(t). Analyses of solar wind driving of the magnetosphere need to consider the large lag times, up to 3 days,
in the (Vsw, nsw) anticorrelation. Using CMI to remove the effects of Vsw, the response of Je to nsw is 30%
smaller and has a lag time< 24 h, suggesting that the MeV electron loss mechanism due to nsw or solar wind
dynamic pressure has to start operating in< 24 h. nsw transfers about 36% as much information as Vsw (the
primary driver) to Je. Nonstationarity in the system dynamics is investigated using windowed TE. When the
data are ordered according to transfer entropy value, it is possible to understand details of the triangle
distribution that has been identified between Je(t+ 2days) versus Vsw(t).
1. Introduction
The Earth’s radiation belt is inhabited by electrons having energies of a few hundreds of keV or higher, which
are often referred to as “killer electrons” because of the potential damages when they encounter satellites.
For example, the radiation belt electrons with energies of a few MeV or higher can penetrate deep into
spacecraft components, while those with energies lower than 1MeV can lodge on the surface of the space-
craft bodies, leading to devastating electrical discharges.
To explain the origin of the MeV electrons in the radiation belt, studies suggested that the storm and
substorm injection process from plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere accelerates low-energy (e.g.,
a few keV) electrons to a few hundred keV. Once in the inner magnetosphere, electrons interact with ultra
low frequency (ULF) waves [e.g., Elkington et al., 1999; Rostoker et al., 1998; Ukhorskiy et al., 2005; Mathie
and Mann, 2000, 2001], very low frequency (VLF) waves [e.g., Summers et al., 1998; Omura et al., 2007;
Thorne, 2010; Simms et al., 2015; Camporeale, 2015; Camporeale and Zimbardo, 2015], or magnetosonic waves
[e.g., Horne et al., 2007; Shprits et al., 2008], which can energize electrons to MeV energy range.
Enhancements of ULF waves can be associated with increased occurrences of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
(KHI) along the magnetopause flanks due to large solar wind velocity (Vsw) [e.g., Johnson et al., 2014;
Engebretson et al., 1998; Vennerstrøm, 1999]. Indeed, studies have shown that Vsw is a dominant, if not
the most dominant, driver of geosynchronous relativistic electron fluxes (herein Je refers to geosynchro-
nous MeV electron energy flux) [e.g., Paulikas and Blake, 1979; Baker et al., 1990; Li et al., 2001, 2005;
Vassiliadis et al., 2005; Ukhorskiy et al., 2004; Rigler et al., 2007; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012; Reeves et al.,
2011]. However, the geosynchronous electron response to Vsw has a lag time that is energy dependent.
For example, Li et al. [2005] finds that the average lag times of 50 keV to 1.1MeV electrons approximately
range from –4 to 25 h, respectively. For MeV electrons, a lag time of about 2 days has been consistently
observed in many studies [e.g., Baker et al., 1990; Vassiliadis et al., 2005; Reeves et al., 2011; Balikhin et al.,
2011; Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a], suggesting the time scale needed to accelerate electrons to MeV
energy range.
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In contrast to Vsw, which correlates with Je, solar wind density (nsw) anticorrelates with Je for reasons that
are not entirely clear [e.g., Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012]. Li et al. [2005]
suggests that an increase in nsw increases solar wind dynamic pressure (Pdyn), which, in turn, pushes the
magnetopause inward, leading to electron losses. However, Lyatsky and Khazanov [2008a] argues that
the poor correlation between Pdyn and Je suggests that compression of the magnetosphere is probably
not the main factor. Moreover, the effectiveness of nsw at influencing Je is also not clear. Some studies
found that nsw has weaker effects than Vsw on Je [e.g., Vassiliadis et al., 2005; Rigler et al., 2007; Kellerman
and Shprits, 2012]. However, Balikhin et al. [2011] finds that Je has the strongest dependence on nsw with
a lag of 1 day.
The interpretation of the relationship between nsw and Je is complicated by the anticorrelation between Vsw
and nsw [e.g., Hundhausen et al., 1970]. Because Je and Vsw are correlated, the anticorrelation between Je and
nsw could simply be coincidence. A few studies attempted to separate the effects of nsw from Vsw by using
methods that bin the data into small intervals of Vsw and nsw [e.g., Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a]. This type
of analysis has offered insights into solar wind driving of Je, but it does not address the question of howmuch
additional information nsw provides to Je, given Vsw and vice versa. Other studies showed that interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) and other solar wind parameters can also contribute to Je variations [e.g., Balikhin et al.,
2011; Rigler et al., 2007; Vassiliadis et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005; Onsager et al., 2007; Simms et al., 2014], but pre-
sently, it is not entirely clear quantitatively given the main driver, e.g., Vsw (or nsw), howmuch additional infor-
mation these parameters provide to Je. This knowledge can help radiation belt modelers decide what input
parameters to consider for their models.
The solar wind-magnetosphere and solar wind-radiation belt systems have been shown to be nonlinear
[e.g., Wing et al., 2005a; Johnson and Wing, 2005; Reeves et al., 2011; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012]. An exam-
ple is presented in Figure 1, which plots log Je(t+ τ) versus Vsw(t) for τ =0, 1, 2, and 7 days. The figure, which
is similar to Figure 9 in Reeves et al. [2011], shows that the relationship between Je and Vsw is nonlinear. For
nonlinear system, qualitative linear correlational analysis can be misleading [e.g., Balikhin et al., 2010, 2011].
Moreover, correlational analysis cannot establish causalities. On the other hand, as described below,
information theory can help identify nonlinearities in the system and information transfer from input to
output parameters.
Although information theoretical tools are still considered novel in space physics and space weather, a few
studies have successfully applied these tools to solve problems in these fields. For example, Johnson and
Wing [2005] applied mutual information and cumulant-based analysis to discover the nonlinear dependen-
cies inherent in the Kp time series.Materassi et al. [2011] applied mutual information to characterize the influ-
ence and timing of solar wind forcing of the ionospheric scintillations. DeMichelis et al. [2011] applied transfer
entropy to establish transfer of information from AL to SYM-H indices on a time scale shorter than 10 h. More
recently, Johnson and Wing [2014] applied conditional redundancy to examine the roles of internal versus
external triggering in substorms.
In the present study, we investigate further the linear and nonlinear relationships between solar wind para-
meters and geosynchronous relativistic electrons using tools that are based on information theory. In parti-
cular, we apply mutual information [e.g., Li, 1990; Tsonis, 2001], conditional mutual information [e.g., Wyner,
1978], and transfer entropy [e.g., Schreiber, 2000] to determine the solar wind drivers of Je and to quantify
how much information is transferred from solar wind parameters to Je.
The scatterplots of Je versus Vsw in Figures 1a–1c look like a triangle, which Reeves et al. [2011] refers to as the
triangle distribution. The mystifying part of the triangle distribution is that high values of Je are observed for
all Vsw conditions. The present study probes deeper at this triangle distribution using information theory.
2. Data Set
Most studies of geosynchronous MeV electrons have been performed with data having 1 day resolution [e.g.,
Reeves et al., 2011; Balikhin et al., 2011; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012]. As pointed by Reeves et al. [2011], because
of the asymmetry of the geomagnetic field along the geosynchronous orbit, geosynchronous electron fluxes
exhibit a diurnal or magnetic local time (MLT) variation as well as latitude-longitude dependence. However,
these effects are reduced in daily resolution data.
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The present study uses the same data set in Reeves et al. [2011]. The data and format description can be found
at ftp://ftop.agu.org/apend/ja/2010ja015735. This data set contains daily averages of electron fluxes obtained
from energetic sensor for particles [Meier et al., 1996] and synchronous orbit particle analyzer [Belian et al.,
1992] on board of all seven Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) geosynchronous satellites from 22
September 1989 to 31 December 2009. The present study only examines the fluxes of electrons with energy
range of 1.8–3.5MeV (which is referred herein as Je). A detailed description of the data set and its processing
are given in Reeves et al. [2011]. The daily and hourly averaged solar wind data 1989–2009 come from OMNI
data set provided by NASA (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The LANL and solar wind data are merged. The
LANL data set has 7187 data points (days of data), out of which, 6438 data points have simultaneous solar
wind observations.
Figure 1. (a–d) Scatterplots of log Je(t + τ) versus Vsw(t) for τ = 0, 1, 2, and 7 days. The data points are overlain with density contours showing the nonlinear trends. The
panels show that Je has dependence on Vsw for τ = 0, 1, and 2 days and the dependence is strongest for τ = 2 days. In Figure 1d at large τ, e.g., τ = 7 days, Je
dependence on Vsw is very weak. The triangle distribution [Reeves et al., 2011] can be seen in Figures 1a–1c. This is essentially the same as Figure 9 in Reeves et al.
[2011], except that density contours are drawn and Figure 1d plots τ = 7 days instead of τ = 3 days.
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3. Mutual Information, Conditional Mutual Information, and Transfer Entropy
Dependency is a key discriminating statistic that is commonly used to understand how systems operate. The
standard tool used to identify dependency is cross correlation. Considering two variables, x and y, the
correlation analysis essentially tries to fit the data to a 2-D Gaussian cloud, where the nature of the correlation
is determined by the slope and the strength of correlation is determined by the width of the cloud perpen-
dicular to the slope.
By nature, the response of the radiation belts to solar wind variables is nonlinear [Reeves et al., 2011; Kellerman
and Shprits, 2012] as evidenced by the triangle distribution in Je versus Vsw seen in Figures 1a–1c. Such a
distribution is not well described by a Gaussian cloud of points and is not well characterized by a slope.
For such distributions, it is better to use a statistical-based measure such as mutual information (MI)
[Tsonis, 2001; Li, 1990; Darbellay and Vajda, 1999]. Mutual information between two variables, x and y, com-
pares the uncertainty of measuring variables jointly with the uncertainty of measuring the two variables inde-
pendently. The uncertainty is measured by the entropy. In order to construct the entropies, it is necessary to
obtain the probability distribution functions, which in this study are obtained from histograms of the data
based on discretization of the variables (i.e., bins).
Suppose that two variables, x and y, are binned so that they take on discrete values, x^ and ŷ, where
x∈ x^1; x^2;…; x^ nf g ≡ ℵ1; y∈ y^1; y^2;…; y^mf g ≡ℵ2: (1)
The variables may be thought of as letters in alphabets ℵ1 and ℵ2, which have n and m letters, respectively.
The extracted data can be considered as sequences of letters. The entropy associated with each of the vari-
ables is defined as
H xð Þ ¼ 
X
ℵ1
p x^ð Þ log p x^ð Þ; H yð Þ ¼ 
X
ℵ2
p y^ð Þ log p y^ð Þ (2)
where p(^x) is the probability of finding the word x^ in the set of x data and p(ŷ) is the probability of finding word
ŷ in the set of y data. To examine the relationship between the variables, we extract the word combinations (^x,
ŷ) from the data set. The joint entropy is defined by
H x; yð Þ ¼ 
X
ℵ1ℵ2
p x^ ; y^ð Þ log p x^ ; y^ð Þ (3)
where p x^ ; y^ð Þ is the probability of finding the word combination x^ ; y^ð Þ in the set of (x, y) data. The mutual
information is then defined as
MI x; yð Þ ¼ H xð Þ þ H yð Þ  H x; yð Þ (4)
In the caseofGaussiandistributeddata, themutual information canbe related to the correlation function; how-
ever, it also includes higher-order correlations that are not detected by the correlation function. Hence, MI is a
better measure of dependency for variables having a nonlinear relationship [Johnson and Wing, 2005].
While MI is useful to identify nonlinear dependence between two variables, it does not provide information
about whether the dependence is causal or coincidental. Herein, we use the working definition that if there is
a transfer of information from x to y, then x causes y. In this case, it is useful to consider conditional
dependency with respect to a conditioner variable z that takes on discrete values, z^ ∈ {z1, z2,…,zn}≡ℵ3.
The conditional mutual information [Wyner, 1978]
CMI x; y j zð Þ ¼
X
ℵ1ℵ2ℵ3
p x^ ; y^ ; z^ð Þlog p x^ ; y^ j z^ð Þ
p x^ j z^ð Þ p y^ j z^ð Þ ¼ H x; zð Þ þ H y; zð Þ –H x; y; zð Þ–H zð Þ (5)
determines the mutual information between x and y given that z is known where p(x^ jz^) is the probability of
finding the word x^ in the set of x-data given z^. In the case where z is unrelated, CMI(x, y|z) =MI(x, y), but in the
case that x or y is known based on z, then CMI(x, y|z) = 0. CMI therefore provides a way to determine how
much additional information is known given another variable. CMI can be seen as a special case of the more
general conditional redundancy that allows the variable z to be a vector [e.g., Prichard and Theiler, 1995;
Johnson and Wing, 2014].
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A common method to establish causal-relationships between two time series, e.g., [xt] and [yt], is to use a
time-shifted correlation function [e.g., Borovsky et al., 1998]





where r= correlation coefficient and τ = lag time. The results of this type of analysis may not be particularly
clear when the correlation function has multiple peaks or there is not an obvious asymmetry. Additionally,
correlational analysis only detects linear correlations. If the feedback involves nonlinear processes, its useful-
ness may be seriously limited.
Alternatively, time-shifted mutual information, MI(x(t), y(t+ τ)), can be used to detect causality in nonlinear
systems, but this, too, suffers from the same problems as time-shifted correlation when it has multiple peaks
and long-range correlations.
A better choice for studying causality is the one-sided transfer entropy [Schreiber, 2000]
TEx→y τð Þ ¼
X
t
p ytþτ ; ypt; xt
 
log
p ytþτ j ypt; xt
 




where ypt= [yt, yt Δ, …, yt kΔ], k+ 1=dimensionality of the system, and Δ= first minimum in MI. Transfer
entropy (TE) can be considered as a specialized case of conditional mutual information:
TEx→y τð Þ ¼ CMI y t þ τð Þ; x tð Þjyp tð Þð Þ (8)
where yp(t) = [y(t), y(tΔ),…, y(t kΔ)]. The transfer entropy can be considered as a conditionalmutual infor-
mation that detects howmuchaverage information is contained in an input, x, about the next state of a system,
y, that is not contained in the past history, yp, of the system [Prokopenko et al., 2013]. In the absence of informa-
tion flow from x to y, TE(x→ y) vanishes. Also, unlike correlational analysis and mutual information, transfer
entropy is directional, TE(x→ y)≠ TE(y→ x). The transfer entropy accounts for static internal correlations,which
can be used to determine whether x and y are driven by a common driver or whether x drives y or y drives x.
4. Applying Information Theory to Radiation Belt MeV Electron Data
4.1. Radiation Belt MeV Electron Flux Versus Vsw
A good starting point for our analysis is Figure 9 in Reeves et al. [2011], which is replotted in Figure 1 with
some modifications. As in Reeves et al. [2011], the present paper uses the convention that Vsw is positive in
the antisunward direction. Consistent with Reeves et al. [2011], Figure 1 shows that (1) the correlation is best
at τ = 2 days (Figure 1c); (2) the relationship between log Je and Vsw is nonlinear, which can be seen more
clearly in the data density contours; and (3) the data point distribution looks like a triangle. This so called tri-
angle distribution is discussed further in section 5.4.
The blue curve in Figure 2a shows the correlation coefficient of [log Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)]. Note that herein, unless
otherwise stated, all linear and nonlinear analyses performed with Je uses log Je values. Figure 2a shows
that the linear correlation coefficient peaks at τmax = 2 days with r=0.63. There is a smaller peak at τ =29 days
(r= 0.42), which can be attributed to the 27 day synodic solar rotation. The red curve shows the correlation
coefficient of [Je(t), Vsw(t+ τ)]. The red curve has a small peak at τ = 25 days (r=0.39) because of the 27 day
solar rotation. That is, Je(t) correlates best with Vsw(t – 2 days), but Vsw(t – 2 days) correlates with Vsw([t –
2 days] + 27 days). Because of the large number of data points (n> 5772), the three peak correlation
coefficients are highly significant with P< 0.01 (the probability of two random variables giving a correlation
coefficient as large as r is < 0.01).
However, the relationship between Je and Vsw is nonlinear, and hence, linear cross correlation may not cap-
ture the full extent of the relationship, as described in section 3. Although the correlation coefficient may give
some indication about the sign and strength of the relationship, it is not quantitatively precise [Reeves et al.,
2011]. In order to take into account the nonlinearities in the relationship, we apply mutual information and
transfer entropy.
Figure 2b plots the mutual information (MI) of [Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)] (blue curve) and [Je(t), Vsw(t+ τ)] (red curve) as
well as transfer entropy (TE) of [Je(t+ τ, Vsw(t)] (yellow curve) and [Je(t), Vsw(t+ τ)] (purple curve). For simplicity,
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we assume k=0 in equations (7) and (8). As described in section 3, mutual information provides a measure of
nonlinear correlation between the two parameters, while the transfer entropy provides a measure of transfer
of information from one variable to another. Herein, we adopt the convention that forward direction is the
direction for information transfer from a solar wind parameter to Je and backward direction is the opposite.
So blue and yellow curves plot the forward MI and TE, while red and purple curves plot the backward MI and
TE, respectively.
The forward and backward mutual information peak at τmax = 2 and 25 days, respectively. Also, the forward
mutual information has a secondary peak at τ = 29 days. The results suggest that the response may be domi-
nated by the linear dynamics in this case, although, in general, this is not necessarily the case. The forward
transfer entropy from Vsw to Je, TE(Vsw→ Je), peaks at τmax = 2 days (yellow curve), suggesting that the transfer
of information from Vsw to geosynchronous MeV electrons has a 2 day delay. Similar to MI and correlational
analysis, TE(Vsw→ Je) has a small peak at τ = 29 days. The backward TE, TE(Je→ Vsw), has a peak at
τmax = 24 days (purple). The backward peak in the transfer entropy raises some questions about how well
TE is able to eliminate the self-correlation of the solar wind. The self-correlations are probably better elimi-
nated by using a two element vector of Vsw that includes Vsw(t) and Vsw(t –Δ) to capture more of the
dynamics of Vsw.
Inordertogetameasureof thesignificanceofTE(Vsw→ Je),wecalculatenoise = TE[sur(Vsw)→ Je]wheresur(Vsw)
is the surrogatedata ofVsw,which is obtainedby randomlypermuting theorder of the time series arrayVsw. The
mean and standard deviation of the noise are calculated from an ensemble of 100 random permutations of TE
[sur(Vsw)→ Je]. The mean noise and 3σ (standard deviation) from the mean noise are plotted with green solid
and dashed curves, respectively, in Figure 2b. The maximum TE, TE[Je(t+ 2days), Vsw(t)] has peak information
transfer (itmax) = 0.30, signal-to-noise ratio (snr) = 5.7, and significance = 94σ where itmax = peakmean noise,
snr = peak/meannoise, and significance = itmax/σ(noise). From the snr, itmax, and significance,weconclude that
there is a significant transfer of information fromVsw to Jewith a 2 daydelay. Note that the linear correlation,MI,
andTEanalysesareconsistentwiththepreviousstudies [e.g.,Bakeretal., 1990;Vassiliadis etal., 2005;Reevesetal.,
2011; Balikhin et al., 2011; Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a].
Based on random selections of about 100 noise ensembles taken at various τ in our TE and CMI calculations
throughout this study, the noise (surrogates) statistics are reasonably characterized by a normal distribution.
This justifies our definition of significance in terms of the mean and σ characterizing the surrogate distribu-
tion. The present study finds that using 100 surrogates in each ensemble is adequate to characterize its
Figure 2. (a) Correlation coefficient of [Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)] (blue) and [Je(t), Vsw(t + τ)] (red). (b) MI[Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)] (blue), MI[Je(t), Vsw(t + τ)] (red), TE[Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)]
(yellow), and TE[Je(t), Vsw(t + τ)] (purple). The green solid and dashed curves are the mean and the 3σ from the mean of the noise. The transfer of information
from Vsw to Je (Vsw→ Je) peaks at τmax = 2 days.
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distribution (mean and σ), especially with the choice of mean+ 3σ as a threshold for noise level. Using a larger
number of surrogates in each ensemble would result in a smoother distribution that better approximates a
normal distribution, but it does not significantly change the mean and σ presented in the present study
because the surrogates are drawn from a normal distribution. The mean and σ of a normal distribution are
nearly independent of the number of surrogates as long as we take a large enough sample size.
The TE(Vsw→ Je) (yellow) curve shows that Vsw has little influence on the geosynchronous MeV electrons after
a delay of 7–10 days, which is essentially the prediction or information horizon. This result is consistent with
Figure 1d, which shows poor correlation in log Je(t+ 7days) versus Vsw distribution.
In applying our information theoretical tools, the number of bins (nb) needs to be chosen appropriately. Sturges
[1926] proposes that for a normal distribution, optimal nb= log2(n) + 1 and bin width (w) = range/nb, where
Figure 3. Je anticorrelates with nsw. (a–d) Scatterplots of log Je(t + τ) versus nsw(t) for τ = 0, 1, 2, and 7 days. The data points are overlain with density contours, which
show the trends. The panels show that Je has dependence on nsw for τ = 0, 1, and 2 days. The slope of the contours is most negative for τ = 1 day, suggesting
strongest dependence on nsw at τ = 1 day. In Figure 3d at large τ, e.g., τ = 7 days, Je dependence on nsw vanishes.
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n=number of points in the data set and range=maximum valueminimum value of the points. In practice,
there is usually a range of nb that would work. Using Sturges [1926] formula, with roughly 6400 points,
nb~13.6. For the present study, we find that nb=10 to 15 would work well. Having too few bins would lump
too many points into the same bin, leading to loss of information. Conversely, having too many bins would
leave many bins with 0 or a few number of points, which also leads to loss of information. For the present study,
we choose nb=10.
4.2. Radiation Belt MeV Electron Flux Versus nsw
We repeat the above analyses for Je versus nsw. Figure 3 plots Je(t+ τ) versus nsw for τ =0, 1, 2, and 7 days. It
shows that (1) Je anticorrelates with nsw and (2) Je(t+1 day) versus nsw (Figure 3b) has the most negative
slope, suggesting the best anticorrelation. The anticorrelation is shown more clearly in Figure 4a, which plots
corr[Je(t+ τ), nsw(t)] (blue curve, forward direction) and corr[Je(t), nsw(t+ τ)] (red curve, backward direction).
The blue curve shows τmin = 1 day (r= –0.40) and a secondary minimum at τ = 28 days (r= –0.23). The latter
can be attributed to solar rotation. The red curve shows τmin = 26 days (r= –0.22), which again can be
attributed to solar rotation. Although the correlation coefficients are smaller, all three of them are still highly
significant (P< 0.01) due to the large number of data points.
Figure 4b is similar to Figure 2b, except that it shows MI and TE for (Je, nsw). Forward MI and TE, both have
τmax = 1 day, which is consistent with Figure 4a. Note that unlike correlational analysis, MI and TE only give
positive values for both correlations and anticorrelations. The forward TE, TE(nsw→ Je), is not as large as TE
(Vsw→ Je) shown in Figure 2b, but TE at τ = 1day is still significant. TE[nsw(t)→ Je(t+1 day)] has itmax = 0.13,
snr = 4.4, and significance = 42σ. This result suggests that there is a transfer of information from nsw to
geosynchronous MeV electrons with 1 day delay.
Besides lag time and peak size, there are other differences between Figures 2b and 4b that are noteworthy.
First, in the forward direction, there is little information transfer from nsw to Je after 4 days. That is, TE[Je(t
+ τ), nsw(t)] for τ> 4 days is in the noise level, which is consistent with Figure 3d for τ = 7days. Second, the
TE peaks due to solar rotation in the forward and backward directions are a lot smaller and, in fact, are at
the noise level. This result suggests that unlike Vsw, there is little information transfer from the nsw to Je one
solar rotation later. Practically, there is no information flow in the backward direction, from Je to nsw at any
lag because TE[Je(t), nsw(t+ τ)] (purple curve) is small and within noise level for all τ. In contrast, corr[Je(t),
nsw(t+ τ)] and MI[Je(t), nsw(t+ τ)] are still significant for small τ and corr[Je(t), nsw(t+ τ)] has a significant
Figure 4. (a) Correlation coefficient of [Je(t + τ), nsw(t)] (blue) and [Je(t), nsw(t + τ)] (red). (b) MI[Je(t + τ), nsw(t)] (blue), MI[Je(t), nsw(t + τ)] (red), TE[Je(t + τ), nsw(t)]
(yellow), and TE[Je(t), nsw(t + τ)] (purple). The green solid and dashed curves are the mean and 3σ from the mean of the noise. The transfer of information from
nsw to Je (nsw→ Je) peaks at τmax = 1 day.
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value that is due to solar rotation. This illustrates that TE does not always give the same results as correla-
tion and MI.
4.3. Anticorrelation of Vsw and nsw and Its Effect on Radiation Belt
In section 4.1, we show that Je(t+ 2days) linearly and nonlinearly correlate with Vsw(t). It is well known that
nsw anticorrelates with Vsw [e.g., Hundhausen et al., 1970]. However, if the anticorrelation were instantaneous,
that is, nsw(t+ 0day) anticorrelates with Vsw(t), then we would expect that Je(t+ 2days) to anticorrelate with
nsw(t). However, in section 4.2, we show that Je(t+ 1day) linearly and nonlinearly anticorrelate with nsw(t),
suggesting that other factors may be involved.
To investigate this, we plot in Figure 5 nsw(t+ τ) versus Vsw(t) in the same format as in Figures 1 and 3. Figure 5
suggests that nsw anticorrelates with Vsw and the relationship is not linear.
Figure 5. nsw anticorrelates with Vsw. (a–d) Scatterplots of nsw(t + τ) versus Vsw(t) for τ = 0, 1, 2, and 7 days. The data points are overlain with density contours
showing strong nonlinear trends. The panels show that nsw has dependence on Vsw for τ = 0, 1, and 2 days and the dependence is strongest for τ = 1 day. In
Figure 5d at large τ, e.g., τ = 7 days, nsw dependence on Vsw is very weak.
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Figure 6a plots corr[nsw(t+ τ), Vsw(t)] (blue curve) and corr[nsw(t), Vsw(t+ τ)] (red curve). The blue curve has a
minimum at τmin = 1 day (r= –0.56) and a secondary minimum at τ = 28 days (r= –0.32). The red curve has a
minimum at τmin = 26 days (r= –0.30).
Figure 6b plots TE and MI for (nsw, Vsw) in a similar manner as in Figures 2b and 4b. Both, MI and TE for [nsw(t
+ τ), Vsw(t)], blue and yellow curves, respectively, show a peak at τmax = 1 day, which is consistent with the
linear correlational analysis. TE[nsw(t+1 day), Vsw(t)] has itmax = 0.20, snr = 7.4, and significance = 95σ.
From the considerations of the lag times, it is entirely possible that anticorrelation of [Je(t+1 day), nsw(t)] is
caused by [Je(t+ 2 days), Vsw(t)] correlation and the anticorrelation of [nsw(t+ 1day), Vsw(t)]. Note by
correlation here we mean both linear and nonlinear correlations. However, we cannot rule out that nsw
may also influence Je independently of Vsw. To investigate this, we perform CMI calculation as described in
section 4.4.
So far, we have determined the lag times at daily resolution because we use daily solar wind and LANL data.
The LANL higher time resolution data are not yet available, but the OMNI solar wind data are available at
hourly resolution. Hence, we can investigate the corr(nsw, Vsw) at hourly resolution.
Figure 7a plots the corr[nsw(t+ τ), Vsw(t)] for τ =0–100 h (solid curve). It shows that the correlation reaches a
minimum at τmin = 14 h for the data interval used in the present study 1989–2009. It also shows that nsw antic-
orrelation with Vsw has a broad minimum. To quantify the width of the minimum, we draw a dashed horizon-
tal line that intersects the solid curve at τ = 0h and show that the anticorrelation does not worsen than that at
τ = 0h until τ = 36 h. However, τmin, the correlation coefficient at τmin, and the width of the minimum are time
dependent. As an example, Figure 7b shows that for the period 2000–2014, τmin = 17 h and the width of the
minimum using the above criterion is about 46 h. Moreover, Figure 6b shows that TE[nsw(t+ τ), Vsw(t)] does
not reach the noise level until τ> 3 days, suggesting a rather long period when Vsw affects the trailing
density, nsw.
4.4. Ranking of Solar Wind Parameters Based On Information Transfer to Radiation Belt Electrons
From our analysis above, Vsw is a stronger driver of Je than nsw, i.e., Vsw transfers more information to Je than
nsw. For example, TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+2 days)] has itmax = 0.30 and snr = 5.7, while TE[nsw(t)→ Je(t+1 days)] has
itmax = 0.13 and snr = 4.4. Because Vsw anticorrelates with nsw, there is some embedded dependence, so it
is necessary to use conditional mutual information (CMI) to determine how much information passes from
nsw to Je, given Vsw and vice versa.
Figure 6. (a) Correlation coefficient of [nsw(t + τ), Vsw(t)] (blue) and [nsw(t), Vsw(t + τ)] (red). (b) MI[nsw(t + τ), Vsw(t)] (blue), MI[nsw(t), Vsw(t + τ)] (red), TE[nsw(t + τ), Vsw
(t)] (yellow), and TE[nsw(t), Vsw(t + τ)] (purple). The green solid and dashed curves are the mean and 3σ from the mean of the noise. The transfer of information from
nsw to Je (nsw→ Vsw) peaks at τmax = 1 day.
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To calculate how much information flows from nsw to Je, given Vsw, we calculate CMI[Je(t+ τ), nsw(t)|Vsw(t)],
which is plotted as blue curve in Figure 8a. Using a similar approach as for TE, we determine the noise
level of the surrogates: CMI[Je(t+ τ), sur[nsw(t)]|Vsw(t)]. The mean and σ of the noise are calculated in
the same manner as TE (described in section 4.1) and used to determine the significance of the results.
The mean noise and 3σ are plotted as green solid and dashed curves, respectively. Figure 8a shows that
CMI[Je(t+ τ), nsw(t)|Vsw(t)] peaks at τmax = 0 day with itmax = 0.091 and snr = 3.2. The τmax = 0 day suggests
that Je response lag time to nsw is less than 24 h.
We can now revisit the Je response lag times to Vsw and nsw. Earlier, we establish that Je(t+2days) correlates with
Vsw(t) (Figure 2), Je(t+1day) anticorrelates with nsw(t) (Figure 4), but nsw(t+1day) anticorrelates with Vsw(t)
(Figure 6). However, our CMI analysis (Figure 8a) shows that given Vsw, Je response lag time to nsw is 0day (<24h).
This suggests that the Je(t+1day) anticorrelation with nsw(t) seen in Figure 4 at least partly comes from the
Figure 8. Blue curve showing CMI[Je(t + τ), nsw(t)|Vsw(t)] and CMI[Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)]. The green solid and dashed curves are themean and 3σ from themean of the
noise. (a) Unlike TE[Je(t + τ), nsw(t)], which peaks at τmax = 1 day, CMI[Je(t + τ), nsw(t)|Vsw(t)] peaks at τmax = 0 day (itmax = 0.091). The smaller τmax comes about
because CMI removes the effect of Vsw on Je (see text). (b) The peak in CMI[Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] (itmax = 0.25) is broader and has slightly higher snr than that of
TE[Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)] in Figure 2b because CMI removes the effect of nsw, which anticorrelates with Je. Vsw transfers about 2.7 times more information to Je than nsw.
Figure 7. Correlation coefficient of [nsw(t + τ), Vsw(t)] for (a) 1989–2009 and (b) 2000–20014 at hourly resolution. The anticorrelation improves with increasing τ,
reaching minimum at τmin = 14 and 17 h in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. The correlation coefficient finally reaches the same value as that at τ = 0 h (the dashed
line) at τ = 36 and 46 h in Figures 7a and 7b.
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Je(t+2days) correlation with Vsw(t) and Vsw(t) anticorrelation with nsw(t+1day). However, Figure 8a shows
that the peak is rather broad, suggesting that the Je response is still significant at τ =1day.
We also calculate CMI[Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)], which is plotted in Figure 8b as blue solid curve. The blue curve
peaks at τ = 2days with itmax = 0.25 which is about 2.7 times larger than the itmax of 0.091 for CMI[Je(t+ τ), nsw
(t)|Vsw(t)]. Thus, Vsw transfers more information to Je than nsw does.
Interestingly, the peak in CMI[Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] (Figure 8b) is broader than the peak in TE[Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)]
(Figure 2b). The former also has slightly higher snr (6.6) than the latter (5.7). Removing the effect of nsw, which
anticorrelates with Je, has the effects of broadening the peak, lowering the noise, and increasing the snr.
These effects are discussed in section 5.3.
Figure 9. (a–h) CMI solar wind parameter with Je, given Vsw for IMF |B|, Pdyn, σ(IMF B), southward IMF Bz, northward IMF Bz, IMF By, IMF Bx, and Esw respectively, as
blue solid curves. The green solid and dashed curves are the mean and 3σ from the mean of the noise. The relationships are summarized in Table 1. Note that the
scale of the y axis is 0–0.2 for Figures 9a–9d and 0–0.1 for Figures 9e–9h.
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The above analysis suggests that Vsw is the major driver of Je. Next, we investigate whether other solar wind
parameters also contribute to Je. We calculate the information transfer from IMF |B|, Pdyn, σ(IMF B), southward
IMF Bz, northward IMF Bz, IMF By, IMF Bx, and solar wind electric field (Esw) to Je, given Vsw. The northward
(southward) IMF Bz is calculated from the daily average of the hourly IMF Bz when IMF Bz> 0 (IMF Bz< 0).
The results are plotted in Figure 9. Table 1 gives the ranking based on the itmax of various solar wind
parameters. Thus, the ranking gives the importance of each solar wind parameter based on the information
transfer to Je. Table 1 also lists τmax for the curves in Figures 8 and 9, which signifies the lag time when infor-
mation transfer to Je maximizes.
Note that the ranking in Table 1 is obtained with daily resolution data. It is possible that the ranking of
some parameters may change if the data are analyzed at higher time resolution. For example, some stu-
dies showed that southward IMF Bz can influence Je [e.g., Li et al., 2005; Onsager et al., 2007; Miyoshi and
Kataoka, 2008], but southward IMF Bz is only ranked number 5 in Table 1. IMF fluctuates with periods of
northward and southward IMF at minutes or tens of minutes time scale. Thus, the low ranking of the
southward IMF Bz most likely results from the fluctuations of IMF Bz within 1 day period [e.g., Li et al.,
2001; Balikhin et al., 2011; Reeves et al., 2011]. Consistent with our result, Li et al. [2001] found that IMF
Bz is poorly correlated with Je at daily resolution. Interestingly, although southward IMF Bz has higher itmax
than northward IMF Bz, northward IMF Bz has lower noise level and hence higher snr than southward IMF
Bz. The τmax for Esw is 1 day, which may be the average of τmax = 2 days for Vsw and τmax = 0 day for IMF Bz
or IMF |B|.
4.5. Detecting Changes in the System Dynamics
As described in section 3, transfer entropy from x to y, TE(x→ y), gives a measure of information transfer
from variable x to y. In the solar wind-magnetosphere system, the solar wind driving of the magnetosphere
is not constant, depending on the strength of the driver and internal dynamics [e.g., Wing et al., 2005a;
Johnson and Wing, 2005]. So the system dynamics may not be stationary. The dynamics of the system
can be detected by applying TE to a sliding window of data. Figure 10 shows the behavior of windowed
TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ 2days)] over the course of 0–2500 days since 1 January 1989 (a sliding 50 day window is
used). One of the key features of the figure is the variation in TE over the course of 7 years, indicative of nonsta-
tionary dynamics. There are periods when TE has higher values, suggesting stronger solar wind-radiation belt
coupling and vice versa.
With windowed TE, we are limited to a small number of points, which can pose difficulties for noise calcula-
tion from an ensemble of surrogates. A small number points can lead to a rather large noise and uncertainty
Table 1. Ranking of the Importance of the Solar Wind Parameters Based on Information Transfer to Geosynchronous














1 Vsw 0.25 6.6 94 2 10
b
2 IMF |B| 0.12 3.9 48 0 2
3 Pdyn 0.092 3.4 35 0 2
3 nsw 0.091 3.2 34 0 2
4 σ(IMF B) 0.075 3.9 48 0 2
5 IMF Bz< 0 0.064 2.7 26 0 2
6 Esw 0.056 2.9 22 1 5
7 IMF By 0.052 2.3 20 0 2
8 IMF Bz> 0 0.048 3.1 22 0 2
9 IMF Bx 0.044 2.2 19 0 2
aParameters 2–9 are calculated from CMI[Je(t + τ), x(t)|Vsw(t)], where x = parameters 2–9, whereas parameter 1 is cal-
culated from CMI[Je(t + τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)]. The peak information transfer (itmax) = peakmean noise, the signal-to-noise
ratio = peak/noise, and significance = itmax/σ(noise). Noise is calculated from surrogate data (see section 4.1). The
prediction horizon gives the lag time when there is no information transfer from the solar wind parameter to Je. Note
that nsw and Pdyn are both ranked at number 3 because they have similar itmax (the effect of Vsw has been removed [see
section 5.3]). Northward IMF has slightly higher snr than southward IMF because northward IMF has lower noise level
than southward IMF.
bExcluding the effect of solar rotation.
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(large σ(noise)/mean noise), rendering
the noise to be unreliable. Therefore,
rather than using it (TEmean noise),
we just use TE to characterize the
dynamics of the system. Generally, peri-
ods of low TE can be considered a base-
line and deviations from the baseline
may indicate the presence of significant
information transfer in the dynamics.
The valueof this approach canultimately
be measured by how well it detects
dependencies and changes in system
dynamics. In section 5.4, we show that
even with just using TE, we are able to
dissect the triangle distribution [Reeves
et al., 2011] quite well and in section 5.5,
we discuss applications to modeling.
5. Discussion
5.1. Solar Wind Velocity Driving
Geosynchronous MeV Electron Flux
Studies suggested that substorm or
storm injection process from plasma
sheet into the inner magnetosphere
accelerate low-energy electrons from a few keV to ~100 keV and once in the inner magnetosphere, wave-
electron interactions accelerate the electrons further to several MeV [e.g., Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a;
Baker and Kanekal, 2008]. The mechanisms for accelerating the electrons to MeV energy range generally fall
into two categories. In the first mechanism, electron interactions with global ULF waves can increase radial
diffusion or nonadiabatic transport of electrons resulting in acceleration [e.g., Baker et al., 1998; Li and
Temerin, 2001; Li et al., 2005; Elkington et al., 1999; Rostoker et al., 1998; Ukhorskiy et al., 2005; Mathie and
Mann, 2000, 2001; Reeves, 2007; Shprits et al., 2009; Green and Kivelson, 2004; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012].
The second mechanism is often referred to as local acceleration where low-energy electrons interact with
locally grown waves such as VLF whistler-mode waves [Summers et al., 1998, 2007; Omura et al., 2007;
Horneetal., 2005],or fastmagnetosonicwaves [e.g.,Horneetal., 2007;Shprits etal., 2008].Thesetwomechanisms
are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
Figure 1 shows that the relationship between Je and Vsw is nonlinear, and hence, it is necessary to use infor-
mation theoretical tools to discover the full extent of the relationships between these two parameters.
Previous correlational analyses show that Je(t+ 2days) correlates best with Vsw(t) [e.g., Reeves et al., 2011;
Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a], but correlational analysis only establishes linear correlation and does not
establish causality. The present study establishes that Je(t+ 2days) and Vsw(t) are nonlinearly correlated.
Using TE, we establish that indeed, information transfer or causality from Vsw to Je peaks at τ = 2days.
However, nsw anticorrelates with Vsw. Removing the effects of nsw, CMI[Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] shows that the
information transfer peaks also at τ = 2days, but the peak is broader. For example, the information transfer
at τ = 3days is only slightly lower than that at τ = 2days, as shown in Figure 8b.
Our result is consistent at least with the first electron acceleration mechanism mentioned above. Large Vsw
can increase the occurrences of KHI along the magnetopause flanks [e.g., Fairfield et al., 2000; Johnson
et al., 2014; Wing et al., 2005b], leading to enhancements of ULF waves within the magnetosphere [e.g.,
Engebretson et al., 1998; Vennerstrøm, 1999] and electron acceleration. Thus, the process to accelerate
the electrons to MeV energy range takes 2 days, as previously suggested [e.g., Kellerman and Shprits,
2012; Reeves et al., 2011]. Vsw may also be tied to the local acceleration mechanism through substorm
particle injections [e.g., Baker and Kanekal, 2008; Kissinger et al., 2011; Tanskanen, 2009; Kellerman and
Shprits, 2012; Newell et al., 2016].
Figure 10. Blue curve showing windowed TE[Je(t + 2 days), Vsw(t)] over
the course of 0–2500 days after 1 January 1989. The dynamics in the
solar wind-outer radiation belt system changes with time, showing
periods of high and low TEs.
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5.2. nsw and Vsw Anticorrelation
The anticorrelation of nsw and Vsw is well known [e.g., Hundhausen et al., 1970], but the long lag time for this
anticorrelation is relatively unknown. The anticorrelation may result from the solar wind high-speed streams
that originate from the coronal holes, which have higher velocities and lower densities than the background
solar wind. Surprisingly, the anticorrelation peaks at τ = 14–17 h, depending on the year. It is not clear what
causes the lag time to peak at 14–17 h. The solar wind high-speed streammay originate from the coronal holes
at high latitudes of the Sunwhereas the background slower solarwindmay originate from lower latitudes [e.g.,
Kreiger et al., 1973; Schwenn et al., 1978]. This lag timemay result from the compression of the leading edge of
thehigh-speed streamstructurewhen it encounters thedenserbackground solarwind. Such compressionmay
create slower and denser structure at the leading edge of the high-speed stream [e.g.,Gosling et al., 1972]. As a
result, the anticorrelation at the leading edge of the high-speed stream is not as good as that at the trailing
edge,whichmaypreserve better the high-speed, low-density structure. Figure 6b suggests that there is infor-
mation transfer from Vsw to nsw up to 4–5 days, suggesting perhaps that the longevity of the high-speed
stream structure is about 4–5 days. This is consistent with Gosling et al. [1972], which reports that the widths
of high-speed streams are about 4 days. This property needs to be further investigated.
The correlational analyses of [nsw(t+ 1day), Vsw(t)] and [Je(t+ 2day), Vsw(t)] return correlation coefficients of
–0.56 and 0.63, respectively. So the former has a slightly lower correlation than the latter (the two set of
data have similar size). However, the scatterplots in Figures 5b and 1c show that both sets of data exhibit
nonlinear behaviors. Hence, the linear correlational analysis may not capture the full extent of their relation-
ships. Indeed, analyses with transfer entropy reveal that TE[nsw(t+ 1 day), Vsw(t)] has comparable significance
(95σ) to that of TE[Je(t+ 2days), Vsw(t)] (94σ).
The significant transfer of information from Vsw to nsw has implications to the studies of solar wind driving of
the magnetosphere that involve nsw and Vsw. These studies should take into account the strong anticorrela-
tion between nsw and Vsw that can persist even at large lag times. For example, any attempt to isolate the
effects of nsw(Vsw) on the magnetosphere would need to effectively remove the effects of Vsw(nsw) using
CMI or similar methods.
5.3. Solar Wind Density Driving Geosynchronous MeV Electron Flux
Balikhin et al. [2011] investigated the control of solar wind parameters on Je and found that the most domi-
nant solar wind parameter is nsw, which controls about 78% of the variance of Jewith 1 day lag, while Vsw only
controls 11% of the variance. On the other hand, Vassiliadis et al. [2005] examined the geoeffectiveness of 17
solar wind and magnetospheric parameters and found that nsw is weakly linked to Je in the outer radiation
belts. Other studies found that Vsw is the most dominant driver of Je [e.g., Li et al., 2001; Vassiliadis et al.,
2005; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012; Ukhorskiy et al., 2004].
The present study finds that Je(t+ 1 day) anticorrelates with nsw(t). The lag time of 1 day is consistent with that
found in Balikhin et al. [2011]. However, nsw(t+ 1day) anticorrelates with Vsw(t). Moreover, CMI[Je(t+ τ), nsw(t)|
Vsw(t)] peaks at τ = 0day, suggesting that given Vsw, Je responds to nsw in< 24 h. Hence, Je response lag time
of 1 day to nsw in Figure 4 and in Balikhin et al. [2011] can be attributed at least partly to Je(t+ 2days) correla-
tion with Vsw(t), and Vsw(t) anticorrelation with nsw(t+1 day). Figure 8 and Table 1 show that Vsw is by far the
dominant driver of Je, transferring 2.7 times more information to Je than nsw does.
Lyatsky and Khazanov [2008b] assumed that the anticorrelation of Vsw and nsw is weak in their analysis of the
effect of Kp and nsw on Je. They concluded that nsw has a strong effect on Je within 2 days before geogmag-
netic disturbances. However, some of the effects attributed to nsw may be due to Vsw in their study. Figures 6
and 7 show that the anticorrelation of Vsw and nsw is not trivial and any attempt to interpret the effects of nsw
and Vsw on Je should take into account the anticorrelation of Vsw and nsw. To illustrate, TE[nsw(t)→ Je(t
+1 day)] has itmax = 0.13, but removing the effects of Vsw, the itmax drops ~30% to 0.091 [itmax of (CMI[Je(t
+0 day), nsw(t)|Vsw(t)] is 0.091)].
Conversely, some of the effects attributed to Vsw may be due to nsw, but the effects of nsw are smaller. For
example, TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ 2days)] has itmax = 0.30, but removing the effects of nsw, the itmax drops only
~17% to 0.25 [itmax of CMI[Je(t+2 days), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] = 0.25)]. Interestingly, Figure 8b shows that the CMI[Je
(t+ τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] peak is broader than that of TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ τ)] as shown in Figure 2b. For example,
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the CMI at τ = 3 days is only slightly smaller than that at τ = 2days. The reason for the broader peak is that as
shown in Figure 8a, there is a significant information transfer from nsw to Je at τ = 0–1 day, but it falls off
rapidly at larger τ. Because the anticorrelation between Vsw and nsw has 1 day lag, removing the effects of
nsw would lower information transfer from Vsw to Je (i.e., TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ τ)]) at τ = 1–2 days. So it for TE
[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ τ)] at τ = 1, 2, and 3 is 0.26, 0.30, and 0.23, respectively, whereas the corresponding values
for CMI[Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] are 0.14, 0.25, and 0.24, respectively. Note that, at τ = 1 and 2, there are reduc-
tions in information transfer, while at τ = 3, the information transfer is more or less the same (the difference
is within 1σ [~0.01]). This leads to a broader peak in the CMI[Je(t+ τ), Vsw(t)|nsw(t)] curve in Figure 8b than that
in the TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ τ)] curve in Figure 2b.
An increase in nsw would increase solar wind dynamic pressure (Pdyn), which, in turn, would push the magne-
topause inward, leading to electron losses at the high L shell [e.g., Li et al., 2001]. Furthermore, the magneto-
pause compression would drive ULF waves [e.g., Korotova and Sibeck, 1995; Kepko and Spence, 2003;
Claudepierre et al., 2010] leading to fast radial diffusion, which redistributes the losses to the magnetopause
to lower L shells, including at geosynchronous orbit [Shprits et al., 2006; Kellerman and Shprits, 2012; Turner
et al., 2012]. Ukhorskiy et al. [2006] uses a test particle simulation to demonstrate this scenario, which is known
as magnetopause shadowing. However, Lyatsky and Khazanov [2008a] reports that the correlation between
Pdyn and Je is poor and suggests that compression of the magnetosphere is probably not the main factor for
the electron losses. Kellerman and Shprits [2012] examines various mechanisms for the losses and suggest
that further investigation is needed. Our result suggests that based on information transfer from nsw to Je,
any mechanism for nsw anticorrelation with Je has to operate or start operating within< 24 h (Figure 8a).
We note that the magnetospheric compression due to an increase in nsw or Pdyn would be nearly instanta-
neous, although it is not clear how long it would take for the electron losses to redistribute radially and
how long the loss process would continue. Although the Je response to nsw peaks at τ =0, at τ = 1day, there
is still a significant amount of information transferred from nsw to Je, as shown in Figure 8a.
The effect of Pdyn on Je is complex. Previous studies showed a weak linear correlation between Pdyn and Je
[e.g., Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008a], but such finding does not necessarily mean that the effect of Pdyn is insig-
nificant or negligible. The poor correlation results from the complex response of Je to both nsw and Vsw on
different time scales as well as the anticorrelation of these two variables. For example, the strong response
of Je to Vsw is masked when it is multiplied by nsw. To examine the effect of Pdyn on Je, it may be useful to
consider a scenario in which nsw changes while Vsw remains constant. Such scenario is not too outlandish,
and in fact, observationally, an abrupt change in Pdyn is sometimes or even regularly associated with a change
in nsw, while Vsw changes relatively more slowly. In order to see how Pdyn affects Je in this scenario, we can
calculate CMI[Je(t+ τ), Pdyn(t)|Vsw(t)], but we might expect that CMI[Je(t+ τ), Pdyn(t)|Vsw(t)] ~ CMI[Je(t+ τ), (nsw
(t)Vsw(t)
2)|Vsw(t)] ~ CMI[Je(t+ τ), nsw(t)|Vsw(t)]. So the transfer of information from Pdyn to Je, given Vsw, might
be expected to be similar to that from nsw to Je, given Vsw. This is indeed seen in our analysis as shown in
Table 1, which lists that nsw and Pdyn have virtually the same ranking based on information transfer. The
difference in their itmax is smaller than σ. Just to confirm that there is a significant information transfer from
Pdyn to Je, TE[Pdyn(t)→ Je(t+ τ)] is calculated and the result shows that the amount of information transfer
from Pdyn to Je is similar to that found in CMI[Je(t+ τ), Pdyn(t)|Vsw(t)]. We will examine the effect of Pdyn on
Je in more details and in depth in a future study.
5.4. Revisiting the Triangle Distribution
Reeves et al. [2011] is the first to note the right triangle distribution exhibited in Figure 1a. Figure 1a plots Je
(t+ τ) versus Vsw(t) with no delay, τ = 0. However, we note that as shown in Figures 1b and 1c, even with
τ = 1 or 2 days, respectively, the triangle distribution is still evident albeit not as prominent as for τ =0.
For example, the triangle distribution can still be seen in Figure 1c, which is replotted in Figure 11a without
the contour overlays. Reeves et al. [2011] notes that the left-hand side of the triangle forms because Vsw
rarely goes below 300 km s1. The hypotenuse of the triangle suggests that the lower limit of Je more or
less increases with Vsw. The topside of the triangle suggests that Je saturates, which can be attributed to
local instabilities [Kennel and Petschek, 1966]. Reeves et al. [2011] considers this and other possible explana-
tions for the Je saturation. As noted by Reeves et al. [2011], the most interesting and perhaps mystifying
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aspect of the triangle distribution is that high Je is observed for all Vsw conditions and the variability of Je at
lower Vsw is much larger than that at higher Vsw.
Reeves et al. [2011] notes that the triangle distribution appears in the declining phase of the solar maximum,
but it vanishes during solar maximum (although high Je and low Vsw points still appear during solar
maximum). This dependence of solar cycle suggests that perhaps the mode in which the solar wind couples
to magnetosphere/radiation belt can be a factor. We probe the possible effects of solar wind-radiation belt
coupling further with information theoretical tools. Particularly, we separate the points in Figure 11a based
on the information transfer from Vsw to Je.
Figure 11b shows Je(t+ 2days) versus Vsw(t) when TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t+ 2days)] is below 1.2, below the dashed
green line in Figure 10. Figure 11c plots the points when TE is above 1.5, above the dashed red line in
Figure 10. It is clear that the data distribution in Figure 11b looks different than that in Figure 11c. Also,
the triangle distribution in Figure 11a is not reproduced in Figure 11b nor in Figure 11c. Although
Figure 11. (a) Scatterplot of log Je(t + 2 days) versus Vsw(t) showing the triangle distribution. This is similar to Figure 1c, but without the density contours. (b) The
points in Figure 11a are plotted when TE[Je(t + 2 days), Vsw(t)]< 1.2 (below the green dashed line in Figure 10). (c) The points in Figure 11a are plotted when TE
[Je(t + 2 days), Vsw(t)]> 1.5 (above the red dashed line in Figure 10). The distributions in Figures 11b and 11c differ and both do not have the same triangle
distribution as in Figure 11a. Figures 11d–11f show the data density maps of the data in Figures 11a–11c, respectively. Figures 11e and 11f reinforce the differences in
the data distributions in Figures 11b and 11c.
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Figure 11c still shows a triangle, the tri-
angle, which is not a right triangle,
shows a different characteristic than
that in Figure 11a.
Figures 11b and 11c contrast the
differences between low and high TE
cases. Figure 11b shows that (1)
most of the points tend to have
Vsw< 500 km s
1 and (2) excluding
points with Vsw> 500 km s
1, Je tends
to have only weak dependency on Vsw
and the distribution looks more like a
rectangle than a triangle. On the other
hand, Figure 11c shows that (1) the
points tend to have more uniform distri-
bution in velocity; (2) the hypotenuse of
the triangle in Figure 11a that shows the
lower limit of Je increases with Vsw can
still be seen; (3) unlike in Figure 11a
where the left side of the triangle is
nearly parallel to the y axis, the left side
of the triangle now has a positive slope,
suggesting that Je increases with Vsw;
and (4) for Vsw ≥ 600 km s1, the higher limit of Je saturates as in Figure 11a. In general, Figure 11c shows
stronger dependence of Je on Vsw than Figures 11a or 11b. The large spread of Je at lower Vsw in the parent
triangle distribution in Figure 11a appears smaller in Figure 11c. Thus, during the periods when TE is large,
there is a large information transfer from Vsw to Je, and we can indeed see that there is a stronger dependence
of Je on Vsw.
Figures 11d–11f show the data density maps of Figures 11a–11c, respectively. Figures 11e and 11f help draw
sharper contrasts between the distributions in Figures 11b and 11c. There are proportionally more points
with higher Je and stronger dependency of Je on Vsw in Figure 11f than in Figure 11e.
We investigate further the large spread of Je at lower Vsw that can be seen in Figure 11a. The log Je versus Vsw
data in Figure 11a are binned in 0.3 counts (cm2 s sr keV)1 × 30 km s1 bins. From Figure 10, we have calcu-
lated windowed TE for each point in the data set. We then assign the windowed TE for each point in the log Je
versus Vsw bins. Figure 12 shows the mean TE in each bin. Bins with fewer than 15 points are not displayed.
The figure shows that for Vsw< 500 km s
–1, there is a large spread of Je. However, these Jes are well ordered by
TE. Large TE corresponds to large Je and conversely small TE corresponds to small Je. This suggests
for< 500 km s1, when there is small information transfer from Vsw to Je, Je is small and vice versa. We have
also binned the data in Figure 11b in similar manner and obtained similar result, albeit with higher noise due
to lower statistics in the bins.
Balikhin et al. [2011] suggests that the triangle distribution can be attributed to nsw, and Kellerman and Shprits
[2012] suggests the saturation of Je in the triangle distribution can be attributed to nsw. Our analysis in
section 4.4 certainly supports the argument that nsw has a significant effect on Je. We investigate further
the effect of nsw on the triangle distribution. We assign nsw(t) for each point in the log Je(t+ 2days) versus
Vsw(t) scatterplot in Figure 11a. These points are then binned using the same bin size as in Figure 12.
Figure 13a shows the mean nsw of each bin. As in Figure 12, bins with fewer than 15 points are not displayed.
The most prominent trend in Figure 13a is a strong density gradient in the x direction because nsw anticor-
relates with Vsw.
However, our analysis and Figure 8a suggest that the maximum transfer of information from nsw(t) to Je(t+ τ)
occurs at τ =0 day (<24 h). Hence, instead of assigning nsw(t) to each point in the Je(t+ 2 days) versus Vsw(t)
plot, we assign nsw(t+ 2days) so that Je is not time shifted with respect to nsw. We repeat the same procedure
Figure 12. Mean TE[Vsw(t)→ Je(t + 2 days)] of each bin in Je(t + 2 days)
versus Vsw(t) distribution shown in Figure 11a. The bin size is 0.3 counts
(cm2 s sr keV)1 × 30 km s1. Figure 11a shows that at Vsw< 500 km s
1,
Je has a large variance as previously shown, but it turns out that these
points are well ordered by TE. Low Je corresponds to low TE and vice
versa.
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done for Figure 13a, and the result is shown in Figure 13b. Now, there are density gradients in both x and y
directions. As in Figure 13a, the density gradient in the x direction is due to the anticorrelation of nsw with Vsw.
Figure 13b clearly shows that for Vsw< 500 km s
1, larger nsw hence larger Pdyn can be associated with lower
Je and vice versa. This density gradient in the y direction may be attributed to the magnetopause shadowing
effect, which rapidly depletes radiation belt fluxes when solar wind pressure is increased, as discussed in
section 5.3.
Figure 13b shows that large Vsw can be associated with large Je and small nsw. The latter can be mostly attrib-
uted to the anticorrelation of nsw with Vsw. Figure 13b also shows that large nsw can decrease Je, consistent
with our analysis in section 5.3, but it is not clear if nsw alone can explain why small Vsw (<500 km s
1)
can lead to high Je and saturation of Je for small nsw. The high Je and the saturation of Je when
Vsw< 500 km s
1 can probably be attributed to the strong solar wind-radiation belt coupling as suggested
by the high TE in Figure 12.
5.5. Improving Models With Information Theory
Tools based on information theory can be used to improve modeling. Several ideas are discussed below.
5.5.1. Selecting Input Parameters
Often the first step in developing a parametric forecasting model is to decide which parameters should be
used as inputs to the model. Using TE and CMI, one can determine the ranking of each parameter based
on information transfer from the input to the output parameters. For example, Table 1 shows the ranking
of solar wind parameters for solar wind-outer radiation belt system at daily resolution.
5.5.2. Detecting Nonstationarity in System Dynamics
As shown in Figure 10, TE can be used to detect changes in the system dynamics, e.g., nonstationarity of the
system dynamics. Higher TE suggests that the solar wind-radiation belt system is more tightly coupled and
vice versa. Figures 11b and 11c show visually the differences in the dynamics for low and high TE cases in
Je versus Vsw. In this case, TE can help decompose the triangle distribution into something that can be more
easily understood. This kind of information can help modelers. For example, modelers may want to create a
model that varies the coupling function strength within the model, depending on the value of TE.
Alternatively, two separate models may be developed: one for low TE and one for high TE.
Figure 13. Points in Je(t + 2 days) versus Vsw(t) distribution in Figure 11a are binned in 0.3 counts (cm
2 s sr keV)1 × 30 km s1 bins. Each point is assigned its nsw(t)
and nsw(t + 2 days) values. The latter has no time shift with respect to Je such that information transfer from nsw to Je maximizes. (a) Mean nsw(t) and (b) mean nsw
(t + 2 days) of each bin. In Figure 13a, the density gradient is mainly in the x direction due to the anticorrelation between nsw and Vsw. However, in Figure 13b,
there are density gradients in x and y directions. The latter can be attributed to Pdyn and magnetopause shadowing.
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5.5.3. Prediction Horizon
TE shows howmuch information is transferred from the input time series x to output time series y. When TE is
significantly above the noise level, it suggests that there is hope for the model to predict parameter y.
Conversely, when TE is at noise level, there is not much information transfer from x to y and hence it can
be expected that x would not be able to predict y accurately.
For example, Figure 8a suggests that nsw transfers the most information to Je at τmax= 0day, but the blue
curve falls rapidly at τ> 2 days, suggesting that little information is transferred from nsw to Je after 2 day
lag time. Hence, the prediction horizon for using nsw to predict Je is about 1 day. Here we use mean noise
+ 3σ as the noise threshold, but using different threshold criterion would yield different prediction horizon.
Likewise, Figure 8b suggests that the prediction horizon for using Vsw to predict Je is about 7–10 days.
Table 1 lists the prediction horizon for the parameters considered in the present study.
6. Summary
The present study applies information theoretical tools to investigate the solar wind drivers of the geosyn-
chronous MeV electron fluxes. The following lists the summary of our results.
1. Vsw, nsw, IMF |B|, Pdyn, σ(IMF B), Esw, IMF Bx, IMF By, and IMF Bz (southward and northward) are causally
related to Je, but the amount of information transfer from each of this parameter to Je differs. The ranking
of these 10 parameters in terms of information transfer is given in Table 1.
2. Vsw is the most dominant driver, and the transfer of information from time series Vsw(t) to Je(t+ τ) peaks at
τmax = 2 days. Vsw transfers 2.7 times more information to Je than nsw.
3. Although the anticorrelation between nsw and Vsw is perhaps well known, the large and persistent
lag times for this anticorrelation is relatively unknown. nsw(t+ τ) anticorrelates with Vsw(t) with
τmax = 14–17 h, but the exact τmax has time dependence. It is not clear what causes τmax at 14–17 h. This
may be due to the compression of the leading edge of the high-speed stream when it encounters the
denser background solar wind. Analyses of solar wind driving of the magnetosphere involving Vsw and
nsw should take into account this anticorrelation that can persist even at large lag times, up to
4–5 days. For example, the information transfer from nsw to Je drops 30% after the effects of Vsw
are removed.
4. Je(t+ 1day) anticorrelates with nsw(t), but the 1 day lag and the anticorrelation are at least partly due to (1)
Je(t+ 2days) correlation with Vsw(t) and (2) Vsw(t) anticorrelation with nsw(t+ 1day). Given Vsw, the transfer
of information from nsw(t) to Je(t+ τ) peaks at τmax = 0 day (<24 h), suggesting the loss mechanism due to
nsw or Pdyn has to start operating in< 24 h. However, the loss mechanism or mechanisms can operate for a
long duration because at τ = 1day, there is still significant information transfer from nsw to Je.
5. The triangle distribution in Je versus Vsw plot shows a large variability of Je for Vsw< 500 km s
1. However,
these points are well ordered by their TE values: high TE corresponds to high Je and vice versa. The triangle
distribution can be decomposed to low and high TE cases. In the low TE case, the distribution looks more
like a rectangle for Vsw< 500 km s
1, suggesting that Vsw has little influence on Je in these conditions. In
the high TE case, the lower and upper limits of Je increase with Vsw for Vsw< 600 km s
1, but for
Vsw ≥ 600 km s1, the higher limit of Je saturates.
6. TE and CMI can be used effectively to improve modeling by (1) selecting model input parameters, (2)
detecting changes in the dynamics of the system, and (3) determining prediction horizon. Table 1 gives
this information for solar wind-outer radiation belt system.
The present study uses daily resolution LANL data. Reeves et al. [2013] investigated longer-term relationships
between Je and Vsw. They found that longer-term, 1month to 1 year, averages show much stronger correla-
tions than 1 day averages. They showed that this is not just because there is more “noise” superposed on a
linear distribution. The distribution of log Je around the baseline (the yearly mean) is very stable throughout
the solar cycle. It would be interesting to apply our information theoretical tools to this normalized (rebase-
lined) data. It would also be interesting to apply our tools to higher resolution data, e.g., hourly resolution
data, that are binned by Dst, Pdyn, and MLT. It would also be interesting to consider solar wind dynamic pres-
sure variance in the Pc5 band, which has been shown to highly correlate with the Pc5 magnetic pulsations at
geosynchronous orbit, which, in turn, can play a significant role in the radial transport of the radiation belt
electrons [Takahashi and Ukhorskiy, 2007].
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